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W
hat should a portfolio man-
ager in emerging markets
(EMs) do? Should he first
determine the optimal country

weights (and then select the “best” stocks in
each country), or first determine the optimal
industry weights (and then select the “best”
stocks in each industry)? That is the central
question we address in this article.

In order to do so, we depart from the
previous literature by analyzing the issue from
a normative point of view. In other words, our
analysis does not focus on what portfolio man-
agers or investors have done in the past in order
to draw lessons for the future. Rather, it focuses
on the choices investors should emphasize if
they are skilful, or the choices they should avoid
if they lack skill, regardless of their past behavior.

Our main result is straightforward: Skillful
portfolio managers and investors in EMs should
focus on countries rather than on industries. We
arrive at this conclusion using three different
approaches—dispersion in returns, dispersion
in utility, and option pricing—each of which
we describe below.

The rest of this article is organized as fol-
lows. The second section discusses the issue at
stake, focusing on the discussion of country
effects versus industry effects, as well as on the
normative and positive approaches that can be
used to answer the central question of this
article. The third section describes our data and
methodology. The fourth section reports and

discusses the evidence. And final section sum-
marizes our results and implications for portfolio
managers and investors in EMs. An appendix
with tables and pictures concludes the article.

THE ISSUE AT STAKE

We discuss in this section two different
issues that we link in this article. First, we dis-
cuss two portfolio approaches—by country
and by industry—and briefly summarize the
evidence and its implications. Then, we focus
on two analytical approaches—positive and
normative—and argue why we believe the
latter, which we use in this article, provides a
better tool to analyze the issue at stake.

Country Diversification 
and Industry Diversification

The trend towards the unification of
European markets revived a long-standing
debate in finance regarding the benefits of
international diversification, as well as the
closely related issue of the relative benefits of
diversifying across countries or industries.
However, the revived attention to this topic
has not reached EMs, where the issue remains
virtually unexplored. Our article is an attempt
to fill that gap.

These two portfolio approaches, diver-
sification across countries or across industries,
obviously do not preclude each other. Because
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not all countries exhibit the same industry composition,
diversifying across countries also provides some diversi-
fication across industries. Similarly, because most indus-
tries are scattered around EMs, diversifying across
industries also provides some diversification across coun-
tries. Many studies thus attempt to separate these two
effects and determine whether diversifying across coun-
tries is more or less beneficial than diversifying across
industries.

Although the evidence on this topic is vast and con-
tradictory, there seems to be a consensus that industry
effects have over time grown in importance relative to
country effects. That is not to say that the former are
more important than the latter. That issue remains con-
troversial and depends, to a large extent, on the sample
period considered in the different studies, as well as on
the countries and industries considered. But the trend in
the relative importance of these two effects is hardly dis-
puted, and follows largely from the increasing globaliza-
tion of markets.

Early studies on the topic, such as Grinold, Rudd,
and Stefek [1989], conclude that country effects domi-
nate industry effects. This general result was reinforced by
several subsequent studies such as Drummen and Zim-
mermann [1992], Heston and Rouwenhorst [1994, 1995],
Griffin and Karolyi [1998], and Rouwenhorst [1999],
among others.

Freimann [1998], however, reports a dramatic
increase in correlations across European countries, and
argues that portfolio managers (at least those who invest
in Europe) should reconsider country diversification and
focus on industry diversification instead. Subsequent
studies by Baca, Garbe, and Weiss [2000], Cavaglia,
Brightman, and Aked [2000], and L’Her, Sy, and Tnani
[2002] strengthen and generalize this recommendation
by reporting a clear upward trend in the importance of
industry effects relative to country effects. These studies
also seem to agree that, by the end of the 1990s, industry
effects had become more important than country effects.

Finally, Brooks and Del Negro [2002a, 2002b], in
two controversial articles, argue against the rising inci-
dence of both country effects and industry effects. In their
first article, they argue that the increasing importance of
industry effects relative to country effects follows largely
from the incidence of the TMT (telecommunications,
media, and technology) industry and its recent bubble.1

In their second article, they argue that a large part of the
observed country effects are, in fact, explained by a

regional effect and advise portfolio managers to diversify
across regions rather than across countries or industries.

Most of the articles in the literature that address the
impact of country effects and industry effects focus their
attention on developed markets; only a few articles include
EMs in their sample. To our knowledge, in addition to
our study, only Serra [2000], and Bruner, Conroy, and Li
[2003], focus on this issue exclusively from the point of
view of EMs.

Normative Analyses and Positive Analyses

Most of the studies that deal with assessing the impact
of a set of factors on performance suffer from a common
flaw; they fail to disentangle the consequences of investor
behavior from the opportunity set offered by capital mar-
kets. In response to this problem, Kritzman and Page
[2002, 2003] propose a normative approach that controls
for investor behavior and enables them to isolate the
opportunity set. This approach, which we follow in this
article, is discussed at length in their articles and we only
review it very briefly here.

A positive approach basically consists of decomposing
historical performance. Studies such as Brinson, Hood,
and Beebower [1986], and Brinson, Singer, and Beebower
[1991] on asset allocation and security selection produce
results that combine two separate influences—the invest-
ment opportunities available to investors and the choices
made by those investors. In other words, these studies pro-
vide a joint test of investor behavior and capital market
opportunities, and reveal not what investors should (or
should not) do, but rather what they choose to do.2

Kritzman and Page [2002, 2003], in contrast, pro-
pose a normative approach that disentangles the impact
of investor behavior from the opportunities offered by
the relevant assets. Such an approach reveals the choices
that investors should emphasize if they are skillful, or the
choices they should avoid if they lack skill. By following
this approach we seek to isolate the opportunity sets asso-
ciated with country allocation and industry allocation
from the behavior and choices of investors.

METHODOLOGY AND DATA

We tackle two issues in this section. First, we describe
our data and the procedure we use to generate our country
and industry indices. Then, we discuss our methodology
which is based on bootstrapping.
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Data

Our data set includes annual returns and year-end
market capitalizations for every security in the MSCI
Emerging Markets Free (EMF) Index between the begin-
ning of the year 1989 and the end of the year 2002.
Both market capitalizations and returns are measured in
dollars.

We focus on dollar returns for three reasons. First,
although investors can hedge away the currency expo-
sure of country portfolios, they are not required to do so;
that is, some investors may want to eliminate this risk
factor and others may want to exploit it. Second, it would
not be correct to eliminate a country-specific risk factor
and, at the same time, preserve all industry-specific risk
factors. And third, the evidence shows that currency effects
explain very little of country effects. As argued by Heston
and Rouwenhorst [1994], it is “not possible to explain the
large country effects in terms of currency movements.
For many countries, stock returns measured in local cur-
rency are uncorrelated with exchange rate changes.”

We construct our indexes to ensure internal con-
sistency between a broader component and its con-
stituents. This construction is based on the MSCI
classification of countries and industry groups. Exhibit A1
in the appendix shows the 3 regions, 25 countries, and
24 industry groups we consider. For ease of exposition,
we will refer to “industry groups” simply as “industries,”
although the MSCI methodology makes a distinction
between the two.3

To illustrate the construction of our indices, con-
sider the Russian oil company Yukos and the Energy
industry group. The weight of Yukos in our Energy index
equals Yukos’ market capitalization divided by the sum
of the market capitalizations of all the companies in the
Energy industry group. The weight of the Energy
industry group in our broad index of EMs, in turn, equals
the sum of the market capitalizations of all the compa-
nies in the Energy industry group, divided by the sum
of the market capitalizations of all the companies we con-
sider. We use the same approach to build our indices for
countries and regions.

Methodology

Our approach is based on bootstrapping, a proce-
dure that consists of generating samples by randomly
selecting observations from a data set. Bootstrapping

differs from Monte Carlo simulation in that the former
draws randomly from an empirical sample, whereas the
latter draws randomly from a theoretical distribution. We
use bootstrapping to generate random portfolios that rep-
resent the available opportunity set.

We perform the country allocation simulations as
follows. We first choose 100 country index returns with
replacement 10,000 times from a sample of 25 countries.
When we select a return we also select its capitalization,
so that we can scale the returns according to their rela-
tive capitalization within the equity component. Industry
and individual security weights within each country are
fixed according to their relative capitalization. This pro-
cedure generates 10,000 portfolios for each of the years
between 1989 and 2002 that vary randomly by their
country weights, which we subsequently rank by cumu-
lative performance.4

The industry allocation simulation is performed in
a similar way. We randomly select 100 industry returns
with replacement 10,000 times from a sample of 24
industry groups. Again, when we select a return we also
select its capitalization, so that we can scale the returns
according to their relative capitalization within the equity
component. Country and individual security weights
within each industry are fixed according to their relative
capitalization. Thus, we randomly generate 10,000 port-
folios for each of the years between 1989 and 2002 that
vary by their global industry weights, which we subse-
quently rank by cumulative performance.

THE EVIDENCE

We discuss our results in this section. We first tackle
our central question from three different angles: disper-
sion in returns, dispersion in utility, and option prices.
Then, we assess whether there is any trend in the relative
impact of country effects and industry effects. And finally,
we re-evaluate our results from a regional perspective.

Dispersion in Returns

In this section we address the extent to which a
skillful portfolio manager or investor can improve upon
average performance by engaging in either country allo-
cation or industry allocation. In this regard, dispersion in
returns is important for skillful investors because the higher
the dispersion, the higher the magnitude of potential
above-average performance.5
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Exhibit 1 shows that dispersion in returns arising
from country allocation (–1.8% to 1.8% for the lower and
upper 5th percentiles) is substantially larger than that arising
from industry allocation (–1.2% to 1.3% for the same per-
centiles). Thus, from a normative point of view, country
allocation in EMs is more important than industry allo-
cation, for two reasons: 1) it provides skillful investors with
more opportunities to outperform the averages, and 2) it
poses a greater risk to those investors who are not skilful.

It could be argued that dispersion in returns is not
an appropriate criterion because it ignores risk. However,
the risk of the simulated country portfolios measured by
the standard deviation (38.7%) is virtually identical to that
of the industry portfolios (38.6%). Hence, in EMs, country
allocation also dominates industry allocation from the
point of view of risk-adjusted returns.

Dispersion in Utility

The results of the previous section can be strength-
ened by analyzing the impact of country allocation and
industry allocation on utility, which enables us to jointly
consider both risk and return. To that purpose, consider
the expression

(1)

where U denotes utility, and μ and σ denote the mean
and standard deviation of a portfolio’s return.6
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Exhibit 1 shows that the dispersion in utility arising
from country allocation (–2.1 to 2.0 for the lower and
upper 5th percentiles) is substantially larger than that
arising from industry allocation (–1.4 to 1.4 for the same
percentiles). Thus, we confirm our previous argument
that, from a normative point of view, in EMs, country
allocation is more important than industry allocation.

Option Pricing

Although dispersion in returns and dispersion in
utility clearly show the relative importance of country
and industry allocation, an options-based approach yields
more intuitive results. In this section, we use a variation
of the Black-Scholes model to price an exchange option,
which basically gives its owner the right to exchange one
risky asset for another.

The exchange option we price is one that enables
its owner to exchange median performance for top-quar-
tile (and 5th percentile) performance, and another to
exchange bottom-quartile (and 5th percentile) perfor-
mance for median performance. The option price fol-
lows from the expressions

EO = N(d1) – N(d2) (2)
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(4)

where EO denotes the value (price) of the exchange
option; N the cumulative normal distribution; VP and
VM the starting value of the chosen percentile portfolio
and the starting value of the median portfolio, respec-
tively; σ the relative volatility between VP and VM (also
known as tracking error); and t the time remaining to
expiration (as a fraction of a year).

Expressions (2) to (4) yield the value of an exchange
option assuming that income is reinvested and the starting
value of the portfolios is 1.0. As shown in Exhibit 1, the
value of an option to acquire top-quartile skill as a country
allocator equals 2.2% of the portfolio’s asset value. In con-
trast, the value of an option to acquire top-quartile skill
as an industry allocator is only 1.8% of the portfolio’s asset
value.7 We, thus, confirm the results of our two previous
approaches: Portfolio managers and investors in EMs
should focus on countries rather than on industries.

Country Effects and Industry Effects:
Is There a Trend?

As discussed above, many studies show that in terms
of diversification benefits the importance of countries has
been decreasing, and that of industries increasing, over
time. We explore this issue by focusing again on disper-
sion in returns and calculating the difference between
top-quartile performance and bottom-quartile perfor-
mance each year between 1989 and 2002. Our results are
displayed in Exhibit 2.

Exhibit 2 shows, in fact, that the dispersion in returns
generated by industry allocation has grown relative to that
generated by country allocation. Although in 1989 the dif-
ference between top-quartile and bottom-quartile per-
formance for industry allocation was 3.8% and that for
country allocation 6.9%, by the end of 2002 both differ-
ences had converged to 3.8%. However, as is also clear
from the exhibit, the relative importance of these two
effects fluctuated widely over time without any clear trend.

Kritzman and Page [2003], and Brooks and Del
Negro [2002a] argue that the rising importance of industry
effects has been largely associated with the performance
of the TMT industry. Our results provide some support
to this argument. Exhibit 3 shows the difference between
top-quartile and bottom-quartile performance for country
and industry allocations after removing all TMT stocks

d d t2 1= − σ

from our sample. The main difference between these results
and those displayed in Exhibit 2 is in the year 1999, when
in the absence of TMT stocks the country effect domi-
nated the industry effect. Furthermore, by the end of 2002,
Exhibit 3 (unlike Exhibit 2) shows that the dispersion in
returns generated by country allocation (3.5%) was still
larger than that generated by industry allocation (2.6%).

Regional Results

Finally, we address whether the results discussed
above hold across the three different regions into which
EMs are usually split—Asia, Latin America, and EMEA
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(Europe, Mid-East, and Africa). Our results are displayed
in Exhibits 4 and A2.

Exhibit 4 shows that what is true for EMs in gen-
eral is not necessarily true within each individual region.
In Asia, both dispersion in returns and dispersion in utility
confirm the superiority of the country approach over the
industry approach. In Latin America, however, the oppo-
site is true; industry effects dominate country effects, as
shown in both panels A and B of Exhibit 4. Finally, in
EMEA the industry effects dominate country effects, but
to a lesser degree than they do in Latin America.

The results of the options approach, however, are not
perfectly aligned with the previous results. Panel C of

Exhibit 4 shows that the value of an option to acquire
top-quartile skill as a country allocator (2.2% of the port-
folio’s asset value in Asia, 3.8% in EMEA, and 1.6% in Latin
America) is higher than the value to acquire top-quartile
skill as an industry allocator (1.8% of the portfolio’s asset
value in Asia, 2.3% in EMEA, and 1.4% in Latin America)
in all three regions.

Finally, Exhibit A2 in the appendix shows the evo-
lution of the dispersion in returns (the yearly difference
between top-quartile and bottom-quartile performance)
during the period 1989 to 2002 for the three regions.
The two general results that follow from this exhibit are,
first, that there is no clear trend in the relative importance
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of country and industry effects (although by the end of
the period industry effects seem to dominate country
effects in all three regions); and, second, that the results
are quite sensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of TMT
stocks in the sample.

CONCLUSION

One of the critical issues portfolio managers and
investors in EMs must address is whether to focus their
diversification efforts across countries or across industries.
The literature on the topic, however, has not provided an
unambiguous answer. Although there seems to be a con-
sensus that industry effects have grown in importance
relative to country effects, the issue of which of the two
effects is currently more important remains controversial.

Our contribution largely stems from approaching
this issue using a different methodology. Our normative
approach allows us to isolate the opportunity sets associ-
ated with country allocation and industry allocation from
the behavior of investors, thus emphasizing the choices
they should make if they are skillful and the choices they
should avoid if they are not.

Our main result can be summarized in a single rec-
ommendation: Skillful portfolio managers and investors

in EMs should focus on countries rather than on indus-
tries. This advice follows from the fact that country allo-
cation generates a higher dispersion in returns and utility,
as well as higher exchange option values, than does
industry allocation. Our results also imply that, for
investors in EMs, country analysts may be more impor-
tant than industry analysts. In other words, knowledge of
the local legal and institutional frameworks, local poli-
tics, and local economic events are critical for investors
in EMs.

We also find that the trend in the relative importance
of country effects and industry effects is not so clear. The
dispersion in returns generated by these two approaches
have fluctuated widely over time, but converged by year-
end 2002. However, we also find that when removing
the impact of the TMT bubble from our results, country
effects still dominated industry effects by year-end 2002,
as they did throughout the 1989–2002 period with the
exception of the years 1991 and 1998.

Finally, our regional results indicate that although
country effects dominate industry effects in Asia, the
opposite is the case in both Latin America and EMEA.
In other words, regional portfolio managers and investors
in EMs should interpret the results in the literature,
including our own, with caution.
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ENDNOTES

1This issue had been previously raised by Kritzman and
Page [2003].

2Furthermore, because these studies look at variation in
absolute return through time (rather than cross-sectionally), they
implicitly assume that the default asset mix is to not invest at all.

3According to the MSCI Global Industry Classification
Standard, there are 62 industries and 24 industry groups.

4Note that when we select returns we scale them
according to their relative capitalization, so that the expected
returns of the randomly selected portfolios should correspond
very closely to the relevant indices’ returns. Our convergence
tests, not reported, show that this is in fact the case.
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5It is also true, of course, that dispersion in returns is
harmful for unskillful investors because it exposes them to
below-average performance.

6Expression (1) is a two-term Taylor approximation to
expected utility based on a logarithmic utility function. This
utility function is widely used because it displays decreasing
absolute risk aversion and constant relative risk aversion.

7It should be noted that the price of an exchange option
is a direct function of its tracking error, which in turn is directly
related to dispersion in returns. However, there is no direct
relationship between tracking error and the terminal ranking of
a portfolio. In other words, a portfolio with a low tracking
error may end up at the top of the ranking, and another with
high tracking error at the bottom.
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